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Interactive Spelling Treatment 
 

Interactive spelling treatment trains patients to detect and self-correct spelling 
errors using an electronic spelling device.  It relies on patients’ interactive use of residual 
(or re-trained) orthographic and phonological knowledge.  Patients appropriate for this 
treatment approach are those who demonstrate phonologically plausible spelling attempts 
as their primary spelling difficulty or those who have successfully completed 
phonological treatment (sound-letter correspondence) but continue to make spelling 
errors.   

A hand-held electronic spell checker that generates word lists that are 
phonologically related to the attempted target is best suited for this treatment approach.  
A “speaking” device is also desirable, so that patients have an additional means of 
checking their responses.  The Aphasia Research Project currently uses the Franklin® 
Speaking Language Master.   

 
Interactive Treatment Approach: 
 
1.  Train use of the device.   Introduce the concept of the spell checker to the subject, and 
provide some examples of how it might be used.  Be sure patient can see the words on the 
screen, hear the voice, and manipulate the keyboard without assistance. 
 
2. Use regularly spelled words during first several therapy sessions.  Single-syllable 
regular words may be appropriate for some patients, while higher-level patients may 
benefit from practice with regularly spelled multi-syllabic words. 
 
3.  Encourage the patient to sound out and write each word. 
 
4.  Have the patient enter responses into spell checker and push enter.  Even if the word is 
entered correctly, encourage patient to listen to the word as spoken by the device.  Have 
the patient judge if this is actually the word he/she was trying to spell. 
 
5.  If an entry brings up several possible responses, encourage the patient to go through 
the list to choose the correct spelling.  Always cue patient to listen to the pronunciation of 
the words before choosing a response to copy. 
 
6.  Have patient copy the correct response.   
 
7.  When the patient has mastered the technique of sounding out regular words, practice 
with irregular word stimuli. Explain that some words are not spelled like they sound, but 
that we can use the sounding-out strategy to input into the spell checker to get the correct 
spelling.   
 



8.  Begin with spelling single words to dictation.  When patients are comfortable with the 
device and the technique for detecting and correcting errors, some may be able to self-
generate sentences or paragraphs, using the spell checker to edit spelling. 
 
Homework: 
 
Single Words 
Using either a video or a talking photo album, provide the patient with auditory stimuli 
for 5 regular and 5 irregular words for problem solving homework.  For the first two sets, 
give all five regular words together and tell patient they are regular words, do the same 
with irregular words.  Encourage patient to write the best response, and check ALL 
answers in spell checker, even if he/she believes the answer is correct.  If the spell 
checker is used to correct a response, patient should circle and star that response.  Do not 
provide patient with correct answers during homework.  Have patient bring all homework 
practice sheets to the next therapy session for review. 
 
During the next session, work through each word with the patient to get the correct 
spelling and provide feedback on patient’s strategy, both for sounding out the words and 
for spell checker use.    Give patient a NEW set of 10 words for homework after each 
therapy session.  Begin to mix up presentation of regs/irregs as patient progresses through 
the word lists.  
 
Words in sentences or paragraphs 
Some patients may move quickly through the single word spelling to dictation homework 
tasks.  Depending on the level of the patient, you may have them use the words in 
sentences, or you may have the participant generate sentences or paragraphs of their own 
choosing, keeping a separate list of any words that they looked up with the spell checker. 
 
When reviewing sentence/paragraph level writing homework, encourage the patient to 
read their own writing aloud and try to identify and self-correct errors.   
 
If there is still time in therapy sessions after homework review is complete, you might 
give participants additional words to spell to dictation, focusing on specific areas that 
they need extra practice with.  For example, some individuals have difficulty with 
consonant blends in words, so you might have them practice spelling words that have a 
number of blends.  Others have difficulty with multi-syllabic words, so practicing 
syllable segmentation can be helpful.  Patients may also benefit from writing additional 
sentences to dictation or constructing their own sentences with guidance.   
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Possible Stimuli for Interactive Spelling Treatment  
 
 
Day 1    Day 4  
smog calm  mist bomb 
bride beige  dean league 
rub search  greedy pigeon 
object mustache  mood gnome 
panic scissors  radish jealous 
         
Day 2   Day 5   
dare feud  divide gourmet 
chicken chlorine  pest limb 
goldfish physics  teacher fatigue 
pump knock  basket ancient 
hike tongue  gloomy rhythm 
         
Day 3   Day 6   
lift thigh  ledge tortoise 
mistake campaign  pouch muscle 
lumber dessert  sandwich faucet 
candy lotion  chapter noise 
decade orphan  tower laugh 
       

 
 


